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ȯȼɊɈ-2012: ȼɉɅɂȼ ȿɅȿɄɌɊɈɇɇɂɏ ɁȺɋɈȻȱȼ
ɆȺɋɈȼɈȲ ȱɇɎɈɊɆȺɐȱȲ ɇȺ ɌɍɊɂɋɌɂɑɇȱ ɉȿɊɋɉȿɄɌɂȼɂ ɉɈɅɖɓȱ
ɌȺ ɍɄɊȺȲɇɂ ɇȺ ɉɊɂɄɅȺȾȱ ɅɖȼɈȼȺ
The choice of Poland and Ukraine as the host nations for the European football championship in 2012 turned to be a big surprise not only for the wide public stratums and the sport
analysts but also for the politicians. The UEFA representatives chose me in history the sport
event of such a level will be hosted by East-European countries. It imposes an exclusively high
responsibility on organizers of the championship not only for preparation of places of carrying
out of competitions, but also it involves the creation of a corresponding infrastructure, including
additional possibilities for the tourist business. The author of article puts the problem to Þnd out,
how sports fans, potential fans and tourists, can observe (for example, on the basis of the analysis of electronic mass media) how much Poland and Ukraine are ready to carry out EURO-2012
preparation for the championship, and what kind of immediate prospects in the development of
tourism in both countries may be gained. The information acquired by the means of the Internet
may have a major impact on the opinion of sport fans on the decision to visit Poland and the
Ukraine during EURO-2012.
Key words: football, championship, Europe, tourism, mass media, Lviv in tourist perspective.

Preface
The right to European championship carrying out on football of 2012 in Poland
and in Ukraine predictably assumes the strengthened preparation of both countries for
reception of a large quantity of fans that is substantially connected with forecasts in the
sphere of tourist prospects. Sensational by and large the decision of members of executive
committee UEFA on April, 18th, 2007 in Wales in favor of Poland and Ukraine when for
the joint demand of these countries it has been given eight of twelve voices, have clearly
designated east vector in development of the European football. The preference of Poland
© Uáadzimier Lukieviþ, 2012
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and Ukraine has taken place in enough intense competition with Hungary and Croatia
which also offered a joint carrying out of the championship, and not to mention Italy.
The main of work
Sports in modern era are not simply a signiÞcant social phenomenon. The area of its
spreading can be characterized as a total inßuence almost on all spheres of society. Creation of
a sports infrastructure has led to the fact that sporting activity can be observed as a
successful branch of industry which can bring signiÞcant proÞts. That is why there is a
violent competitive struggle between countries and cities for the right to hold large sport
competitions of the present times such as Summer and Winter Olympic Games, World
and European football championships, where candidates spend millions of dollars on
advertising campaigns. The right to hold international competitions gives an opportunity
to raise the prestige of the country, to improve considerably the qualitative level of sport
objects, and also to attract foreign investments to the country. Moreover, competitions
themselves attract a huge amount of fans, who arrive from different countries in order
to see the course of a sports struggle with their own eyes. At the same time, these fans
turn into tourists.
Reasonable management and marketing in the sphere of sports industry give an
opportunity of getting signiÞcant proÞts from holding competitions of a high international
level. Without any doubts EURO-2012 refers to the category of such top-competitions. A
huge amount of amateurs of football who have been foretold before will certainly use the
tourist opportunities of Poland and Ukraine. Therefore, in the given article on the basis
of processing of materials (mainly electronic mass media) the attempt to track process
of preliminary preparation of Poland and Ukraine in sports-organizational sphere to
carrying out of the future European football forum is undertaken; it is also analyzed the
importance of a role of electronic mass-media at the Internet level, as most accessible
source of reception of the operative information, in inßuence on wide social strata
concerning public opinion formation about expediency of visiting of Poland and Ukraine,
and, accordingly, the inßuences of this process on tourist prospects of both countries.
The answers to the following questions are quite clear in the nearest future:
1) What caused the choice of functionaries of UEFA in favor of Poland and the
Ukraine?
2) Can EURO-2012 be considered to be the present for Poland and the Ukraine or
it is the result of accurate marketing or maybe it is a fatal mistake?
3) What is the degree of importance for UEFA concerning dilemma about holding the
championship in East Europe and the possibility (or impossibility) of getting proÞts?
Principal (The main part)
The basic maintenance having acquired the right to carrying out EURO-2012,
Poland and Ukraine should be deÞned with cities in which the matches of championship
of the continent will take place. As a result, in Poland such large industrial and cultural
centres as Warsaw, Wroclaw, Gdansk and Poznan, and Ukraine, at the same time, have
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preferred Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, Kyiv and Lviv. However, later the candidacy of
Ukrainian Dnipropetrovsk was rejected by UEFA because the city does not meet the
requirements for holding such a tournament, such as: large gaps in the preparation of the
airport, transport and accommodation infrastructure [9]. In that case, the fourth Ukrainian
representative has become Kharkiv.
On the territory of Poland the conditions of sports base also were determined by
a different degree of readiness for EURO-championship to be carried out. In particular,
in Wroclaw the games of group tournament in Olympic stadium are planned by the
spaciousness of 40 thousand spectators, however, the building was only at a planning
stage. The municipal stadium in Poznan for 42 thousand spectators where also matches
of group tournament will take place, expects the restoration. Another situation in Gdansk,
planning to accept matches of a group stage and a quarterÞnal. There building “Baátyk
Arena”, with the spaciousness of 40 thousand spectators, even did not begin and was yet
only in a planning stage, and the stadium delivery in operation is planned for June, 2010.
However, the most uncertain situation happened with National stadium in Warsaw where
is planned the match of opening, the games of group stages, and also one quarterÞnal and
one semiÞnal meeting. The stadium in the capital of Poland, calculated on 63 thousand
spectators, was only in a planning stage, and the commissioning term still was not
deÞned even though the project which was preliminary estimated to cost about $54,5
million [15].
The stadium situation Þrstly looked a little better in the Ukraine. However, it yet does
not applied to concern Lviv where the matches of the group tournament should take place.
The stadium “Ukraine”, with the capacity of 30 thousand spectators, was in the stage of
planning, and the preliminary term of commissioning was due to March, 2010. In Donetsk,
which was supposed to accept matches of a group stage, a quarterÞnal and a semi-Þnal,
at the National stadium calculated on 50 thousand of places, there was a building with
the plan to end in May, 2008. The greatest quantity of the seats for spectators is provided
on the National sports complex “Olympic” in Kyiv – 77 thousand. There will pass the
matches of a group stage, a quarterÞnal and the European championship Þnals. At stadium
there continue restoration works which termination is planned for June, 2010. However,
more than other cities of the countries-organizers EURO-2012 Dnipropetrovsk, which
was Þghting for the right to host the group matches has succeeded: on September, 14th,
2008 here, the National stadium on 34 thousand places though the early termination was
planned for October, 2007, there has been a solemnly opening. Works on the erection
of this modern sports construction were estimated to approximately €50 million. The
total cost of building and reconstruction of football arenas of Ukraine will reach almost
700 million euro. The most expensive project is a stadium reconstruction in Kyiv –
217 million euro, for the sport object in Donetsk 175.8 mln euro was needed, the stadium
in Lviv – 85 million euro. Besides that, the cost of 120 million euro will be dedicated
to the arena built in Odessa, and there will be also renovated a stadium in Kharkiv at
which the least estimate in 5,3 million euro, and stadiums in Odessa and Kharkiv at that
moment were reserve [13].
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Table 1.
Degree of readiness of stadiums in the cities which have
acquired the right of carrying out EURO-2012*
POLAND
Warsaw, The National stadium, 63 thousand
seats: carrying out of a match of opening, games
of a group stage, a quarterÞnal and a semi-Þnal
is supposed; building is in a planning stage,
commissioning term is not deÞned
Wroclaw, Olympic stadium, 40 thousand
places: carrying out of matches of a group
stage is supposed, building is in a planning
stage, commissioning term is not deÞned
Gdansk, “Baátyk Arena”, 40 thousand places:
carrying out of matches of a group stage and
a quarterÞnal is supposed, building is in a
planning stage, commissioning is planned for
June, 2010
Poznan, Municipal stadium, 42 thousand
places: carrying out of matches of a group
stage is supposed; restoration is planned,
commissioning term is not deÞned

UKRAINE
Dnipropetrovs’k, National stadium, 34 thousand
places: matches of a group stage are planned, the
stadium is put in operation in September, 2008

Donetsk, National stadium, 50 thousand places:
matches of a group stage, a quarterÞnal and a
semi-Þnal are planned; building is conducted,
commissioning term has been deÞned for May,
2008
Kyiv, NSC “Olympic”, 77 thousand places:
carrying out of matches of a group stage, a
quarterÞnal and the Þnal is supposed; restoration
is planned, commissioning term is planned for
June, 2010
Lviv, stadium “Ukraine”, 30 thousand places:
carrying out of matches of a group stage is
supposed, building is in a planning stage,
commissioning is planned for March, 2010

*The facts are taken in October, 2008

All mentioned Polish and Ukrainian cities are also well-known as tourist centres. It
seems that only Krakow and Odessa have fallen out from the number of the most popular
places of visiting among the lovers of the mass rest.
A very important aspect of preparation to the EURO-2012 is that the Þnal of
European championship has got the state support in Poland as well as in Ukraine. So, for
example, the Ukrainian government conÞrmed the guarantees of transport infrastructure
and has worked out its building in details. The prepared projects are important not only
for EURO-2012, but also for the future development of the whole Ukraine. At present,
it is necessary to mark all the priorities and to fully concentrate on them. The example
of such an activity is the Þrst concessive road that will join the west border with Lviv
[7]. On the whole, the Ukraine State budget in 2009 suggests spending of nearly $600
million on reconstruction of roads of the municipal property. The same sum from the
State budget is planned to be devoted to the preparation of airports in the cities which take
matches of European championship, and additional $1 milliard of private investments
[8]. However, the problem of accommodation for tourists is still a difÞculty in Ukraine.
Though the State guarantees about hotel rooms of the corresponding categories have
increased from 20 thousands to 30 thousands, it is still not enough. As the alternative
option of accommodation of guests EURO-2012 it is suggested to use even cruise liners,
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which will be in the harbour of Odessa [7]. The Minister of Ukrainian Family, Youth and
Sports Affairs, Viktor Korzh, said that the investors are ready to deposit more than €5
milliard in the building of airports, roads, hotels and into the development of the State
sport infrastructure [5].
The investments in Polish economy are also impressive, because it can get a
€37 billion, including €16 billion on building of hotels and the development of tourist
infrastructure, €14,7 billion on building of motorways and modernization of railways,
€2 billion on building and reconstruction of stadiums [2].
In general, the estimates of the rate of Ukraine’s preparation for EURO-2012,
according to a survey of Ukrainian Football Federation, are alarming and are as
follows.
Table 2.
Readiness of Ukraine to the EURO-2012 in a survey of public opinion
Category
Very bad

2008*
44% (1.497)

26% (7.365)

Bad

36% (1.251)

33%, (9.476)

Satisfactory

15% (500)

29%, (8.334)

Good

6% (192)

12%, (3.341)

2011**

Sources: *[10]; [11]**.

However, in 2011, there were changes in the estimates of public opinion in Ukraine
compared to those of 2008. If previously almost 80% of respondents were inclined to the
opinion that the readiness of Ukraine to the EURO-2012 is “very bad” and “bad”, then
later, their number had dropped to 59%. At the same time 41% of respondents appreciated
the efforts to prepare for euro championship as “satisfactory” and “good”. The positive
dynamics in the period from 2008 to 2011 and notes the readiness of stadiums in the city
who qualify for EURO-2012.
Table 3.
Readiness of stadiums in the cities having the right of EURO-2012
Poland
Warsaw, National Stadium, 53.224
seats: completion date – November
2011
Wroclaw, the city stadium, 40.610
seats, the period of commissioning in
November 2011
Gdansk, “Arena GdaĔsk”, 40.818
seats: commissioned in August 2011

Ukraine
Donetsk, “Donbass Arena”, 50,055 seats:
commissioned in August 2009
Kyiv, NSK “Olympic”, 63.195 seats:
Completion date is scheduled for October
2011
Lviv, stadium “Ukraine”, 40.610 seats:,
commissioning is scheduled for October 2011
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Poznan, Municipal Stadium, 42,004 Kharkiv,stadium “Metalist”, 38.500 places:
seats: after reconstruction was put into after reconstruction was put into operation
operation in autumn 2010
in winter 2009
*Source from August 2001 (more:[14])

The questions about the capability of both Poland and Ukraine to organize and
hold EURO-2012 are constantly controlled by the UEFA corresponding services. The
Executive Committee of this organization advanced a number of conditions, which the
hosts of the championship must fulÞll, and the main factor for the successful completion of
the project is putting into operation stadiums in two capital cities – Warsaw and Kiev.
The most important from the point of view of football functionaries is:
x Poland and Ukraine must continue to take necessary efforts, because any delay
can call in question the realization of tournament in these countries;
x Decision of the number of stadiums (and therefore – cities) where exactly the
matched of the tournament will take, is left in the competence of UEFA. The
minimum is six and the maximum is eight, taking into account the contracts
were signed with eight stadiums, cities and airports;
x The number of stadiums (cities) is not obligatory and will be equal in two
countries. The end of works on the stadiums in Kiev and Warsaw is the key
of the whole project.
x The governments of the two countries should support their national associations
and fulÞll obligations, given by UEFA in relation to the project especially those
ones, which concern accommodation and transport infrastructure [6].
According to the words of Zygmunt Kryczek, “Ukraine as a young state is
in condition of economical and social crisis, doesn’t have an important place in the
international tourism” [1, p.174.].
But on the other hand Poland, having joined the European Union, is getting
imposing proÞts from foreign tourism. In the Þrst quarter of 2008, more than 13 million
foreign tourists visited Poland [16].
According to the facts of Polish Institute of tourism in 2007 there was 16,3 million
tourists from abroad, and a year before, in 2006 there was 15,7 million. The investigation
shows that the foreigners left in Poland nearly $7,2 billion in 2006, and $7,9 billion in
2007. Thanks to the organization of EURO-2012, which is of a great importance for
the prestige of the country, by estimation Poland will visit about 20,6 million foreign
tourists [17]. As to the price policy, it undoubtedly will change, and most likely towards
the increase of payment for the goods and services. Though today for a double room in
a four-star hotel for days in Gdansk, one has already to pay about $330.
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Fig 1. Foreign tourists in Poland (million people).
Source: Estimations and forecasts of Institute of tourism [16].

In Poland in 2007, each foreign tourist spent on the average 65 euro per day. Mostly
there were the tourists from Germany, the USA and Great Britain. For example, an average
German spends daily 82 euro. As a rule, they choose the highest standards.
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Fig 2. Incomes of foreign tourism
in Poland (billion dollars). Source: [17]

Austria, for example, has earned 321 million euro on organization EURO-2008.
As the predictions of tourism Institute estimate, thanks to organization EURO-2012 there
will arrive 21,4 million tourists to Poland from abroad leaving about $17,7 million in
the country [12].
Conclusions
EURO-2012 in many respects is unusual. First, it is spent in the Eastern Europe
which has never happened earlier. Secondly, its organization is entrusted to two
countries concerning different sociopolitical systems. Thirdly, EURO-2012 looks as an
original experiment which calls into question Þnancial success of each of the countriesorganizers.
Already during the preparation for carrying out of the Þnals of the European
championship of 2012, questions concerning real possibilities as Poland, and Ukraine
concerning the organization of competitions began to arise. First of all, it was a question
of a construction of modern expensive sports objects. However, with the introduction
of new stadiums into service and renovation of the existing sports facilities, the process
has begun becoming more active. Nevertheless, there are some more serious questions
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which demand the urgent decision. It not only a sharp increase in the quantity of places
for accommodation of potential tourists, creation of a corresponding infrastructure, but
also it is the decision of communication problems, the safety organization, conducting
a visa policy by the authorities of Ukraine, forecasting of tourist streams, creation of
positive image of the countries-organizers in mass media, granting of the possibilities
of realization cultural and informative requirements, etc.
At the same time, a negative inßuence on the image of the European football championship
is formed by a gamble appearing from time to time in carrying over of superiority to another
country because of the inability of the organizers to cope with the powers assigned to them.
Such situation arises owing to, for example, governmental crisis in Ukraine, interventions
into the affairs of the Polish Football Union, or the government ofÞcials, etc. And the
headlines of some news agencies focus their primarily attention more on the negative
aspects of preparation to EURO-2012 rather than positive, for example: “Ecologists:
highways of EURO-2012 are dangerous to wild animals”, “Ukrainians doubt in the
need of preparation of the country to EURO-2012”; “Lviv can drop out being the Þrst
from the list of applicants for matches EURO-2012” [3]. Therefore, there is nothing
surprising that owing to promulgation of various such sorts of facts, the polls Þx their
concern on the process of organization of the tournament. For example, the considerable
part of Ukrainians doubts in the need of preparation of the country for EURO-2012.
According to the data of All-Ukrainian, the sociological research spent by the request
of the Institute politicians in September-October, 2008, only 43,9 % of the questioned
consider Ukraine being able to prepare adequately for the event. The number of skeptics
claim that preparation to EURO-2012 is conducted in the unseemly way equals to 45,2 %,
and 15 % of the questioned in general heard that in Ukraine will take place the European
championship football Þnal for the Þrst time [4].
For Belarus, the carrying out of EURO-2012 in Poland and in Ukraine is extremely
attractive on set of the reasons, Þrst of all thanks to afÞnity of an arrangement of both
countries, and for the trips to Ukraine of the Belarusian citizens, because the visas are not
required for them. Therefore, it is possible today to assume that the signiÞcant amount of
the Belarusian fans intends to use a convenient situation to be able to observe the game of
the best soccer teams of continent personally. Especially it concerns these games which
will pass in Kyiv and Lviv.
For the south-west part inhabitants of Belarus, Lviv is the most attractive place
to visit the Euro 2012 matches. The distance between the border in Makrany (on the
Belarusian side) and following a 320-kilometer route through Volodymir-Volynsky,
Novovolynsk and Chervonohrad, it is possible to break the distance in around Þve hours.
However, the football fans may come across with a range of problems on their way.
The Þrst problem to occur is the sudden border queues which may signiÞcantly slower
the boarder-crossing process. In addition, the customs control itself may turn out to be
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problematic. Next, the movement on the router described is the problem in nature as it is
followed by the extreme feelings caused by the road conditions in Ukraine. Moreover, it is
important to notice the speciÞc understanding of the trafÞc laws by Ukrainian road police
ofÞcers. Finally, the problem may occur in case of a potential overnight stay booking,
which apparently may turn out to be extremely expensive. Whatsoever, the main part of
Belarusian football fans are in favour of Lviv Euro 2012 matches.
Quite probably, organization of EURO-2012 will be Þnancially unproÞtable.
The predicted ßows of tourists for some reasons, in particular of political or economic
characters, can appear to be small. The results of qualifying competitions, as it happens
upon termination of elimination matches to EURO-2008 when in the end there was an
English national team, also can affect the given process. Nevertheless, only the subsequent
multilevel analysis will help to make corresponding generalizations of the project under
name EURO-2012.
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zagranicznych_w_polsce.html, accessed 17.09.2008.
17. http://www.4invest.pl/nieruchomosci_turystyczne_Polska_,a,11,j,1.html, accessed 17.09.2008.
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ȯȼɊɈ-2012: ȼɉɅɂȼ ȿɅȿɄɌɊɈɇɇɂɏ
ɁȺɋɈȻȱȼ ɆȺɋɈȼɈȲ ȱɇɎɈɊɆȺɐȱȲ ɇȺ ɌɍɊɂɋɌɂɑɇȱ ɉȿɊɋɉȿɄɌɂȼɂ
ɉɈɅɖɓȱ ɌȺ ɍɄɊȺȲɇɂ ɇȺ ɉɊɂɄɅȺȾȱ ɅɖȼɈȼȺ
ɍɥɚɞɡɿɦɽɪ Ʌɸɤɽɜɿɱ
Ȼɪɟɫɬɫɶɤɢɣ ɞɟɪɠɚɜɧɢɣ ɭɧɿɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬ ɿɦɟɧɿ A. ɋ. ɉɭɲɤɿɧɚ
ɜɭɥ. Ɇɿɰɤɟɜɢɱɚ 41/203, 224016 Ȼɪɟɫɬ, Ȼɿɥɨɪɭɫɶ, ɬɟɥ. +375 162 211573
ȼɢɛɿɪ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɧɹ ɮɿɧɚɥɭ ɱɟɦɩɿɨɧɚɬɭ ȯɜɪɨɩɢ ɡ ɮɭɬɛɨɥɭ 2012 ɪɨɤɭ ɜ ɉɨɥɶɳɿ ɬɚ ɍɤɪɚʀɧɿ
ɫɬɚɜ ɜɟɥɢɤɨɸ ɧɟɫɩɨɞɿɜɚɧɤɨɸ ɧɟ ɬɿɥɶɤɢ ɞɥɹ ɲɢɪɨɤɢɯ ɤɿɥ ɫɭɫɩɿɥɶɫɬɜɚ ɿ ɚɧɚɥɿɬɢɤɿɜ ɫɩɨɪɬɭ, ɚɥɟ
ɿ ɞɥɹ ɩɨɥɿɬɢɤɿɜ. Ɏɭɧɤɰɿɨɧɟɪɢ UEFA ɧɚɞɚɥɢ ɩɟɪɟɜɚɝɭ ɰɢɦ ɞɜɨɦ ɤɪɚʀɧɚɦ, ɜɿɞɯɢɥɢɜɲɢ ɡɚɹɜɤɭ
ȱɬɚɥɿʀ, ɚ ɬɚɤɨɠ ɫɩɿɥɶɧɭ ɩɪɨɩɨɡɢɰɿɸ ɍɝɨɪɳɢɧɢ ɿ ɏɨɪɜɚɬɿʀ. ȼɩɟɪɲɟ ɡɦɚɝɚɧɧɹ ɬɚɤɨɝɨ ɜɢɫɨɤɨɝɨ
ɪɚɧɝɭ ɛɭɞɭɬɶ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɿ ɭ ɋɯɿɞɧɿɣ ȯɜɪɨɩɿ. ɐɟ ɧɚɤɥɚɞɚɽ ɧɚ ɨɪɝɚɧɿɡɚɬɨɪɿɜ ɱɟɦɩɿɨɧɚɬɭ ɜɢɫɨɤɭ
ɜɿɞɩɨɜɿɞɚɥɶɧɿɫɬɶ ɧɟ ɬɿɥɶɤɢ ɳɨɞɨ ɩɿɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɢ ɦɿɫɰɶ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɧɹ ɡɦɚɝɚɧɶ, ɚɥɟ ɿ ɜɢɦɚɝɚɽ ɫɬɜɨɪɟɧɧɹ
ɜɿɞɩɨɜɿɞɧɨʀ ɿɧɮɪɚɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɢ, ɜɤɥɸɱɚɸɱɢ ɞɨɞɚɬɤɨɜɿ ɦɨɠɥɢɜɨɫɬɿ ɞɥɹ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɢɱɧɨɝɨ ɛɿɡɧɟɫɭ.
Ⱥɜɬɨɪ ɫɬɚɬɬɿ ɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ ɫɜɨʀɦ ɡɚɜɞɚɧɧɹɦ ɡ’ɹɫɭɜɚɬɢ, ɹɤɢɦ ɱɢɧɨɦ ɥɸɛɢɬɟɥɿ ɫɩɨɪɬɭ, ɩɨɬɟɧɰɿɣɧɿ
ɜɛɨɥɿɜɚɥɶɧɢɤɢ ɣ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɢ, ɦɨɠɭɬɶ ɫɬɟɠɢɬɢ, ɧɚɩɪɢɤɥɚɞ, ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɿ ɚɧɚɥɿɡɭ ɟɥɟɤɬɪɨɧɧɢɯ ɡɚɫɨɛɿɜ
ɦɚɫɨɜɨʀ ɿɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɿʀ, ɡɚ ɬɢɦ, ɧɚɫɤɿɥɶɤɢ ɉɨɥɶɳɚ ɿ ɍɤɪɚʀɧɚ ɝɨɬɨɜɿ ɞɨ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɧɹ EURO-2012,
ɹɤɢɦ ɱɢɧɨɦ ɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɬɶɫɹ ɩɿɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɚ ɞɨ ɱɟɦɩɿɨɧɚɬɭ, ɿ ɹɤɿ ɧɚɣɛɥɢɠɱɿ ɩɟɪɫɩɟɤɬɢɜɢ ɪɨɡɜɢɬɤɭ
ɬɭɪɢɡɦɭ ɜ ɨɛɨɯ ɤɪɚʀɧɚɯ. Ɉɬɪɢɦɚɧɚ ɡɚ ɞɨɩɨɦɨɝɨɸ ȱɧɬɟɪɧɟɬɭ ɿɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɿɹ ɦɨɠɟ ɡɧɚɱɧɨɸ ɦɿɪɨɸ
ɜɩɥɢɧɭɬɢ ɧɚ ɮɨɪɦɭɜɚɧɧɹ ɝɪɨɦɚɞɫɶɤɨʀ ɞɭɦɤɢ ɜ ɫɟɪɟɞɨɜɢɳɿ ɥɸɛɢɬɟɥɿɜ ɮɭɬɛɨɥɭ ɧɚ ɭɯɜɚɥɟɧɧɹ
ɪɿɲɟɧɧɹ ɳɨɞɨ ɜɿɞɜɿɞɚɧɧɹ ɉɨɥɶɳɿ ɬɚ ɍɤɪɚʀɧɿ ɩɿɞ ɱɚɫ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɧɹ EURO-2012.
Ʉɥɸɱɨɜɿ ɫɥɨɜɚ: ɮɭɬɛɨɥ, ɱɟɦɩɿɨɧɚɬ, ȯɜɪɨɩɚ, ɬɭɪɢɡɦ, ɡɚɫɨɛɢ ɦɚɫɨɜɨʀ ɿɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɿʀ, Ʌɶɜɿɜ
ɭ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɢɱɧɿɣ ɩɟɪɫɩɟɤɬɢɜɿ.

ȿȼɊɈ-2012: ȼɅɂəɇɂȿ ɗɅȿɄɌɊɈɇɇɕɏ
ɋɊȿȾɋɌȼ ɆȺɋɋɈȼɈɃ ɂɇɎɈɊɆȺɐɂɂ ɇȺ ɌɍɊɂɋɌɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ
ɉȿɊɋɉȿɄɌɂȼɕ ɉɈɅɖɒɂ ɂ ɍɄɊȺɂɇɕ ɇȺ ɉɊɂɆȿɊȿ ɅɖȼɈȼȺ
ɍɥɚɞɡɢɦɟɪ Ʌɸɤɟɜɢɱ
Ȼɪɟɫɬɫɤɢɣ ɝɨɫɭɞɚɪɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɣ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬ ɢɦɟɧɢ A. ɋ. ɉɭɲɤɢɧɚ
ɭɥ. Ɇɢɰɤɟɜɢɱɚ 41/203, 224016 Ȼɪɟɫɬ, Ȼɟɥɚɪɭɫɶ, ɬɟɥ. +375 162 211573
ȼɵɛɨɪ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɢɹ ɮɢɧɚɥɚ ɱɟɦɩɢɨɧɚɬɚ ȿɜɪɨɩɵ ɩɨ ɮɭɬɛɨɥɭ 2012 ɝɨɞɚ ɜ ɉɨɥɶɲɟ ɢ ɧɚ
ɍɤɪɚɢɧɟ ɫɬɚɥ ɛɨɥɶɲɨɣ ɧɟɨɠɢɞɚɧɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɞɥɹ ɲɢɪɨɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɺɜ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɢ
ɚɧɚɥɢɬɢɤɨɜ ɫɩɨɪɬɚ, ɧɨ ɢ ɞɥɹ ɩɨɥɢɬɢɤɨɜ. Ⱦɟɹɬɟɥɢ UEFA ɩɪɟɞɩɨɱɥɢ ɷɬɢ ɞɜɟ ɫɬɪɚɧɵ, ɨɬɤɥɨɧɢɜ
ɡɚɹɜɤɭ ɂɬɚɥɢɢ, ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɫɨɜɦɟɫɬɧɨɟ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ ȼɟɧɝɪɢɢ ɢ ɏɨɪɜɚɬɢɢ. ȼɩɟɪɜɵɟ ɫɨɪɟɜɧɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɫɬɨɥɶ ɜɵɫɨɤɨɝɨ ɪɚɧɝɚ ɛɭɞɭɬ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɵ ɜ ȼɨɫɬɨɱɧɨɣ ȿɜɪɨɩɟ. ɗɬɨ ɧɚɤɥɚɞɵɜɚɟɬ ɧɚ ɨɪɝɚɧɢɡɚɬɨɪɨɜ ɱɟɦɩɢɨɧɚɬɚ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɜɵɫɨɤɭɸ ɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɶ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ
ɩɨɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɢ ɦɟɫɬ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɢɹ ɫɨɪɟɜɧɨɜɚɧɢɣ, ɧɨ ɢ ɜɥɟɱɺɬ ɡɚ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɫɨɡɞɚɧɢɟ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɟɣ
ɢɧɮɪɚɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɵ, ɜɤɥɸɱɚɹ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɢ ɞɥɹ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɛɢɡɧɟɫɚ. Ⱥɜɬɨɪ
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ɫɬɚɬɶɢ ɫɬɚɜɢɬ ɫɜɨɟɣ ɡɚɞɚɱɟɣ ɜɵɹɫɧɢɬɶ, ɤɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ ɥɸɛɢɬɟɥɢ ɫɩɨɪɬɚ, ɩɨɬɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ
ɛɨɥɟɥɶɳɢɤɢ ɢ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɵ, ɦɨɝɭɬ ɫɥɟɞɢɬɶ, - ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɚɧɚɥɢɡɚ ɷɥɟɤɬɪɨɧɧɵɯ ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜ
ɦɚɫɫɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɢ, - ɡɚ ɬɟɦ, ɧɚɫɤɨɥɶɤɨ ɉɨɥɶɲɚ ɢ ɍɤɪɚɢɧɚ ɝɨɬɨɜɵ ɤ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɢɸ EURO2012, ɤɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ ɜɟɞɺɬɫɹ ɩɨɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɚ ɤ ɱɟɦɩɢɨɧɚɬɭ, ɢ ɤɚɤɨɜɵ ɛɥɢɠɚɣɲɢɟ ɩɟɪɫɩɟɤɬɢɜɵ
ɪɚɡɜɢɬɢɹ ɬɭɪɢɡɦɚ ɜ ɨɛɟɢɯ ɫɬɪɚɧɚɯ. ɉɨɥɭɱɟɧɧɚɹ ɫ ɩɨɦɨɳɶɸ ɂɧɬɟɪɧɟɬɚ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɹ ɦɨɠɟɬ
ɜ ɡɧɚɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɫɬɟɩɟɧɢ ɩɨɜɥɢɹɬɶ ɧɚ ɮɨɪɦɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɝɨ ɦɧɟɧɢɹ ɜ ɫɪɟɞɟ ɥɸɛɢɬɟɥɟɣ ɮɭɬɛɨɥɚ ɧɚ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɢɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹ ɨ ɩɨɫɟɳɟɧɢɢ ɉɨɥɶɲɢ ɢ ɍɤɪɚɢɧɵ ɜɨ ɜɪɟɦɹ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɢɹ
EURO-2012.
Ʉɥɸɱɟɜɵɟ ɫɥɨɜɚ: ɮɭɬɛɨɥ, ɱɟɦɩɢɨɧɚɬ, ȿɜɪɨɩɚ, ɬɭɪɢɡɦ, ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɚ ɦɚɫɫɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɢ,
Ʌɶɜɨɜ ɜ ɬɭɪɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɩɟɪɫɩɟɤɬɢɜɟ.
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